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New to this Edition

Just as in all of our previous editions, we aim to stay current in the field of investments and to continue to craft a book that will truly meet the needs of students and professors.

In every chapter, our changes were designed to make the material more up to date and more relevant for students. A number of new topics have been added at appropriate places, and new features appear in each chapter of the fourteenth edition:

- New author videos of solutions to all in-text examples that students can see on MyLab Finance within the eText or Multimedia Library help them increase their understanding of the concept and application being demonstrated by the in-text example and act as a guide for the end-of-chapter problems or related assignments made by their professors.

- New GeoGebra animations for select in-chapter figures allow students to manipulate key model inputs to illustrate concepts and reinforce learning.

- A number of end-of-chapter problems are now offered in MyLab Finance as auto-graded Excel Projects. Using proven, field-tested technology, auto-graded Excel Projects allow instructors to seamlessly integrate Microsoft Excel content into their course without having to manually grade spreadsheets. Students have the opportunity to practice important finance skills in Excel, helping them to master key concepts and gain proficiency with the program.

- New Excel templates for many end-of-chapter problems are available in MyLab Finance. These templates do not solve problems for students but rather help students reach a solution faster by inputting data for them or by organizing facts presented in problems in a logical way.

- Student and instructor versions of the Excel Screenshots that appear throughout the chapters are available in MyLab Finance. Student versions only allow students to manipulate the input values, whereas instructors’ Excel files available in the instructor resources area provide full access to the spreadsheet models.

- Updated financial calculator images better match the financial calculator available on MyLab Finance.

- Revised or replaced chapter openers and related end-of-chapter problems in every chapter help students see the real-world application of chapter content.

- New author videos introduce the main ideas of each chapter and highlight the application of key concepts and the connections between chapters.

- Expanded use of real-world data in examples, tables, figures, and end-of-chapter problems gives the text a more applied, practical feel and helps students understand that the skills they learn can help them personally or on the job.

- Updated Investor Facts boxes from the previous edition, and new ones to this edition, provide depth and breadth and again highlight the importance of investments concepts in the real world.
A large percentage of the end-of-chapter problems were revised using interest
rates, stock prices, and other values that better reflect market conditions at the
time of the revision.

The Fundamentals of Investing Program

“Great firms aren’t great investments unless the price is right.” Those words of
wisdom come from none other than Warren Buffett, who is, without question, one
of the greatest investors ever. The words of Mr. Buffett sum up very nicely the essence
of this book—namely, to help students learn to make informed investment decisions,
not only when buying stocks but also when investing in bonds, mutual funds, or any
other type of investment.

To enhance learning, we recommend pairing the text content with MyLab Finance,
which is the teaching and learning platform that empowers students’ independent
learning. By combining trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible plat-
form, MyLab personalizes the learning experience and will help students learn and
retain key course concepts while developing skills that future employers are seeking in
their candidates. From author videos to Excel Projects, MyLab Finance helps you
teach your course, your way. Learn more at www.pearson.com/mylab/finance

Solving Teaching and Learning Challenges

The fact is, investing may sound simple, but it’s not. Investors in today’s turbulent fi-
nancial markets confront many challenges when deciding how to invest their money.
More than a decade after the 2008 meltdown in financial markets, investors are still
more wary of risk than they were before the crisis. This book is designed to help stu-
dents understand the risks inherent in investing and to give them the tools they need
to answer the fundamental questions that help shape a sound investment strategy. For
example, students want to know, what are the best investments for me? Should I buy
individual securities, mutual funds, or exchange-traded funds? How do I make judg-
ments about risk? Do I need professional help with my investments, and can I afford
it? Clearly, investors need answers to questions like these to make informed decisions.

The language, concepts, and strategies of investing are foreign to many. To become
informed investors, students must first become conversant with the many aspects of
investing. Building on that foundation, they can learn how to make informed decisions
in the highly dynamic investment environment. This fourteenth edition of Fundamentals
of Investing provides the information and guidance needed by individual investors to
make such informed decisions and to achieve their investment goals.

This book meets the needs of professors and students in the first investments
course offered at colleges and universities, junior and community colleges,
professional certification programs, and continuing education courses. Focusing on
both individual securities and portfolios, Fundamentals of Investing explains how
to develop, implement, and monitor investment goals after considering the risk and
return of different types of investments. A conversational tone and liberal use of
examples guide students through the material and demonstrate important points.

Hallmarks of Fundamentals of Investing

Using information gathered from academicians and practicing investment profes-
sionals, plus feedback from adopters, the fourteenth edition reflects the realities of
today’s investment environment. At the same time, the following characteristics pro-
vide a structured framework for successful teaching and learning.
Clear Focus on the Individual Investor. According to a 2017 Gallup poll, 54% of Americans report having money invested in stocks either directly or indirectly through mutual funds or participation in 401(k)s. That percentage peaked at 65% in 2008 but fell for six consecutive years in the aftermath of the financial crisis and has only recently started rising again. The focus of Fundamentals of Investing has always been on the individual investor. This focus gives students the information they need to develop, implement, and monitor a successful investment program. It also provides students with a solid foundation of basic concepts, tools, and techniques. Subsequent courses can build on that foundation by presenting the advanced concepts, tools, and techniques used by institutional investors and money managers.

Comprehensive yet Flexible Organization. The text provides a firm foundation for learning by first describing the overall investment environment, including the various investment markets, information, and transactions. Next, it presents conceptual tools needed by investors—the concepts of return and risk and the basic approaches to portfolio management. It then examines the most popular types of investments—common stocks, bonds, and mutual funds. Following this series of chapters on investments is a chapter on how to construct and administer one’s own portfolio. The final section of the book focuses on derivative securities—options and futures—which require more expertise. Although the first two parts of the textbook are best covered at the start of the course, instructors can cover particular investment types in just about any sequence. The comprehensive yet flexible nature of the book enables instructors to customize it to their own course structure and teaching objectives.

We have organized each chapter according to a decision-making perspective, and we have been careful always to point out the pros and cons of the various investments and strategies we present. With this information, individual investors can select the investment actions that are most consistent with their objectives. In addition, we have presented the various investments and strategies in such a way that students learn the decision-making implications and consequences of each investment action they contemplate.

Timely Topics. Current events, changing regulations, and other factors constantly reshape financial markets and investments. Virtually all topics in this book take into account changes in the investment environment. For example, several chapters that emphasize the tax consequences of an investment or strategy incorporate the latest tax changes passed as part of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act in December 2017. In Chapter 2, we discuss how securities trading has changed in recent years, and we highlight the Spotify direct listing IPO as a potential threat to the traditional underwriting business of investment banks. Chapter 3 shares some advice from the Securities and Exchange Commission on the perils of investing in cryptocurrencies. Chapter 5 offers expanded content on the concept of correlation, using data on real companies to illustrate how correlation affects the performance of a portfolio. These are but a few of the examples of new content found throughout the text.

In addition, the fourteenth edition provides students access to short video clips from professional investment advisors. In these clips, which are carefully integrated into the content of each chapter, students will hear professionals sharing the lessons that they have learned through years of experience working as advisors to individual investors.
Globalization. One issue that is reshaping the world of investing is the growing globalization of securities markets. As a result, *Fundamentals of Investing* continues to stress the global aspects of investing. We initially look at the growing importance of international markets, investing in foreign securities (directly or indirectly), international investment performance, and the risks of international investing. In later chapters, we describe popular international investment opportunities and strategies as part of the coverage of each specific type of investment vehicle. This integration of international topics helps students understand the importance of maintaining a global focus when planning, building, and managing an investment portfolio. Global topics are highlighted by a globe icon in the margin.

Comprehensive, Integrated Learning System. The Learning Goal system begins each chapter with six Learning Goals, labeled with numbered icons. These goals anchor the most important concepts and techniques to be learned. The Learning Goal icons are then tied to key points in the chapter’s structure, including:

- First-level headings
- Summary
- Discussion Questions
- Problems
- Cases

This tightly knit structure provides a clear roadmap for students—they know what they need to learn, where they can find it, and whether they’ve mastered it by the end of the chapter.

An opening story sets the stage for the content that follows by focusing on an investment situation involving a real company or real event, which is in turn linked to the chapter topics. Students see the relevance of the vignette to the world of investments.

In many cases, an end-of-chapter problem draws students back to the chapter opener and asks them to use the data in the opener to make a calculation or draw a conclusion to demonstrate what they learned in the chapter.
Examples illustrate key concepts and applications and, new to this edition, are paired with author-created solution videos in MyLab Finance (within the eText or Multimedia Library), as noted by the associated MyLab Finance Solution Video callout in the text. Students can watch the author videos to increase their understanding of the concept and application being demonstrated by the in-text example and as a guide for the end-of-chapter problems assigned by their professors.

**Example**

Suppose you purchased a single share of McDonald’s common stock for $119.62 on January 3, 2017, the first day that the stock market was open for trading that year. During 2017 you received $3.83 in cash dividends. At the end of the year, you sold the stock for $172.12. You earned $3.83 in dividends and you realized a $52.50 capital gain ($172.12 sale price − $119.62 purchase price) for a total dollar return of $56.33. On a percentage basis, the return on McDonald’s shares in 2017 is calculated as $56.33 ÷ $119.62 = 0.471 or 47.1%. If you continued to hold the stock rather than sell it, you would have earned the same return, but your capital gain would have been unrealized.

**An Advisor’s Perspective** consists of short video clips of professional investment advisors discussing the investments topics covered in each chapter. Students can access the video clips on MyLab Finance.

**WATCH YOUR BEHAVIOR**

**Cut Your Taxes and Your Losses**
Several researchers have found that investors are very reluctant to sell stocks that have gone down in value, presumably because they hope to “get even” in the future. Holding losers rather than selling them is often a mistake because the tax code provides an incentive to sell these stocks. Investors can deduct realized investment losses (up to a point) against other forms of income, thereby lowering their tax liabilities.

**Watch Your Behavior** boxes appear in the margins of most chapters and highlight investment lessons gleaned from the behavioral finance literature.

Each chapter contains a handful of **Investor Facts**—brief sidebar items that give an interesting statistic or cite an unusual investment experience. These facts add a bit of seasoning to the concepts under review and capture a real-world flavor. The Investor Facts sidebars include material focused on topics such as art as an investment, the downgrade of the U.S. government’s credit rating, the use of financial statements to detect accounting fraud, and recent issues of unusual securities such as bonds with 100-year maturities.
Famous Failures in Finance boxes—short, boxed discussions of real-life scenarios in the investments world, many of which focus on ethics—appear in selected chapters and on the book’s website. Many of these boxes contain a Critical Thinking Question for class discussion, with guideline answers given in the Instructor’s Manual.

**Implicit Guarantee Becomes Explicit**

Debt securities issued by agencies such as the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac) have generally had an implicit guarantee from the federal government, meaning that investors believed that these instruments could not go into default, even if they were not “officially” backed by the full faith and credit of the U.S. government. In 2007 as residential mortgage defaults began to rise, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac came under severe financial distress. On September 7, 2008, the federal government effectively took over these institutions, injecting $100 billion of new capital into each to stabilize them and to reassure investors that these giants of the mortgage industry, which held or guaranteed about $5.5 trillion in residential mortgage debt, would not disappear. The capital infusion helped initially, but investor confidence in the two agencies was rocked again on August 8, 2011, when their credit ratings were downgraded. Standard & Poor’s said that the downgrade reflected their “direct reliance on the U.S. government,” which had seen its own credit rating downgraded three days earlier.

**Key Equations** are screened in yellow throughout the text to help readers identify the most important mathematical relationships. Select key equations also appear in the text’s rear endpapers.

**Equation 10.1**

\[
\text{Taxable equivalent yield} = \frac{\text{Yield on municipal bond}}{1-\text{Marginal federal tax rate}}
\]

**Excel Screenshots** Many chapters provide screenshots showing completed Excel models designed to solve in-chapter examples. The MyLab Excel icon indicates that student versions of these screenshots are available in MyLab Finance.
**Calculator Keystrokes** At appropriate spots in the text the student will find sections on the use of financial calculators, with marginal calculator graphics that show the inputs and functions to be used. The MyLab financial calculator callout in the text indicates that the reader can use the financial calculator tool in MyLab Finance to find the solution for an example by inputting the keystrokes shown in the calculator screenshot.

**Concepts in Review** questions appear at the end of each section of the chapter. These review questions allow students to test their understanding of each section before moving on to the next section of the chapter. Answers for these questions are available in the Multimedia Library of MyLab Finance, at the book’s website, and by review of the preceding text.

10.1 What appeal do bonds hold for investors? Give several reasons why bonds make attractive investment outlets.

10.2 How would you describe the behavior of market interest rates and bond returns over the past 50 years? Do swings in market interest rates have any bearing on bond returns? Explain.

10.3 Identify and briefly describe the five types of risk to which bonds are exposed. What is the most important source of risk for bonds in general? Explain.

The end-of-chapter summary makes Fundamentals of Investing an efficient study tool by integrating chapter contents with online Study Plans available in MyLab Finance. A thorough summary of the key concepts—What You Should Know—is directly linked with the text and online resources—Where to Practice.

**Learning Goal** icons precede each summary item, which begins with a boldfaced restatement of the learning goal.
Discussion Questions, keyed to Learning Goals, guide students to integrate, investigate, and analyze the key concepts presented in the chapter. Many questions require that students apply the tools and techniques of the chapter to investment information they have obtained and then make a recommendation with regard to a specific investment strategy or vehicle. These project-type questions are far broader than the Concepts in Review questions within the chapter. Answers to Discussion Questions are available for instructors in the Instructor’s Manual on the Instructor’s Resource Center.

Expanded and Revised Problem Sets offer additional review and homework opportunities and are keyed to Learning Goals. Answers/solutions are available for instructors in the Instructor’s Manual on the Instructor’s Resource Center.

New! Indicated by the MyLab Excel icon, Excel templates for many end-of-chapter Problems are available in MyLab Finance. These templates do not solve problems for students, but rather help students reach a solution faster by inputting data for them or by organizing facts presented in problems in a logical way. In addition, in this edition we provide electronic Excel-based versions of many in-text tables, so students can see how the calculations in the tables work, and they can alter the baseline assumption in the printed tables to see how changing assumptions affects the main results of each table. In Chapter 1 students are directed to the website www.pearson.com/mylab/finance, where they can complete a spreadsheet tutorial, if needed.
Two Case Problems, keyed to the Learning Goals, encourage students to use higher-level critical thinking skills: to apply techniques presented in the chapter, to evaluate alternatives, and to recommend how an investor might solve a specific problem. Again, Learning Goals show the student the chapter topics on which the case problems focus.

CFA Exam Questions from the 2010 Level One Curriculum and the CFA Candidate Study Notes, Level 1, Volume 4 are now at the end of each part of the book, starting at Part Two. Due to the nature of the material in some of the early chapters, the CFA questions for Parts One and Two are combined and appear at the end of Part Two. These questions offer students an opportunity to test their investment knowledge against that required for the CFA Level-I exam.

In MyLab Finance on the Course Home page, there are three Sample CFA Exams. Each of these exams is patterned after the CFA Level-I exam and comes with detailed guideline answers. The exams deal only with topics that are actually covered in the fourteenth edition of Fundamentals of Investing and are meant to replicate as closely as possible the types of questions that appear on the standard Level-I Exam. The Sample CFA Exams on MyLab Finance come in three lengths: 30 questions, 40 questions, and 50 questions. Each exam is unique and consists of a different set of questions, so students can take any one or all of the exams without running into any duplicate questions. For the most part, these questions are adapted from past editions of the CFA Candidate Study Notes. Answers are included for immediate reinforcement.
Additional MyLab Finance Features

A Powerful Homework and Test Manager. A powerful homework and test manager lets you create, import, and manage online homework assignments, quizzes, and tests that are automatically graded. You can choose from a wide range of assignment options, including time limits, proctoring, and maximum number of attempts allowed. The bottom line: MyLab Finance means less time grading and more time teaching.

Study Plan. The Study Plan gives personalized recommendations for each student, based on his or her ability to master the learning objectives in your course. This allows students to focus their study time by pinpointing the precise areas they need to review, and allowing them to use customized practice and learning aids—such as videos, eTexts, tutorials, and more—to help students stay on track.

Pearson eText. Pearson eText enhances learning—both in and out of the classroom. Students can take notes, highlight, and bookmark important content, or engage with interactive lecture and example videos that bring learning to life (available with select titles) anytime, anywhere via MyLab or the app. Pearson eText enhances learning—both in and out of the classroom. Worked examples, videos, and interactive tutorials bring learning to life, while algorithmic practice and self-assessment opportunities test students’ understanding of the material—anytime, anywhere via MyLab or the app.

Learning Management System (LMS) Integration. You can now link from Blackboard Learn, Brightspace by D2L, Canvas, or Moodle to MyLab Finance. Access assignments, rosters, and resources, and synchronize grades with your LMS gradebook. For students, single sign-on provides access to all the personalized learning resources that make studying more efficient and effective.

Excel Projects. Using proven, field-tested technology, auto-graded Excel Projects let you seamlessly integrate Microsoft Excel content into your course without having to manually grade spreadsheets. Students can practice important statistical skills in Excel, helping them master key concepts and gain proficiency with the program. They simply download a spreadsheet, work live on a statistics problem in Excel, and then upload that file back into MyLab Finance. Within minutes, they receive a report that provides personalized, detailed feedback to pinpoint where they went wrong in the problem.

Financial Calculator. Students can access a fully functional Financial Calculator inside MyLab Finance and a financial calculator app that they can download to their iPhone®, iPad®, or Android device—so they can perform financial calculations and complete assignments, all in the same place.
**Question Help.** Question Help consists of homework and practice questions to give students unlimited opportunities to master concepts. If students get stuck, learning aids like Help Me Solve This, View an Example, eText Pages, and a Financial Calculator walk them through the problem and show them helpful info in the text—giving them assistance when they need it most.

**Worked Out Solutions.** Worked Out Solutions are available to students when they are reviewing their submitted and graded homework. They provide step-by-step explanations on how to solve the problem using the exact numbers and data presented in the original problem. Instructors have access to Worked Out Solutions in preview and review mode.

Visit [www.pearson.com/mylab/finance](http://www.pearson.com/mylab/finance) to access all the available features included with the fourteenth edition of *Fundamentals of Investing*.

### Developing Employability Skills

For students to succeed in a rapidly changing job market, they should be aware of their career options and how to go about developing skills that prepare them to pursue those career opportunities. In this book and in MyLab Finance, we focus on developing these skills in a variety of ways.

- **Excel modeling skills**—Each chapter offers students opportunities to work with Excel spreadsheets available on MyLab to build Excel models to solve investment problems. Many chapters provide Excel screenshots showing completed models designed to solve in-chapter examples.

- **Ethical reasoning skills**—The Famous Failures in Finance boxes appearing in each chapter often highlight ethical problems arising in the investments context as well as the potential consequences of unethical actions by investment professionals. These boxes will help students recognize the ethical temptations they are likely to face while pursuing an investments career or as they invest their own money.

- **Critical thinking skills**—Nearly every significant investment decision involves critical thinking because making optimal decisions means weighing tradeoffs of alternative decisions, such as the risk/reward tradeoff inherent in making any investment. To weigh these tradeoffs, students must first learn how to quantify them. Nearly every chapter in this book talks about the quantitative benefits and costs of different investments, and students who master this content will be in a strong position to make better investment decisions on behalf of their clients and themselves.

- **Data analysis skills**—Investments is all about data. Analysts have to identify the data that is relevant for a particular investments problem, and they must know how to process that data in a way that leads to a good investment decision. In-chapter examples and end-of-chapter problems require students to sort out relevant from irrelevant data and to use the data that is available to make clear recommendations about what course of action an investor should take.

### Instructor Teaching Resources

We recognize the key role of a complete and creative package of materials to supplement a basic textbook. We believe that the following materials, offered with the fourteenth edition, will enrich the investments course for both students and instructors.
## Supplements available to instructor at [www.pearsonhighered.com/irc](http://www.pearsonhighered.com/irc)

### Features of the Supplement

**Instructor’s Manual**
- Teaching outlines
- Chapter summaries
- Key concepts
- Chapter overviews
- Solutions to all questions and problems in the text

**Test Bank**
More than 1,800 multiple-choice, true/false, short-answer, and graphing questions with these annotations:
- Type (multiple-choice, true/false, short-answer, essay)
- Topic (the term or concept the question supports)
- Learning outcome
- AACSB learning standard (written and oral communication; ethical understanding and reasoning; analytical thinking; information technology; interpersonal relations and teamwork; diverse and multicultural work; reflective thinking; application of knowledge)

**Computerized TestGen**
TestGen allows instructors to:
- Customize, save, and generate classroom tests
- Edit, add, or delete questions from the test item files
- Analyze test results
- Organize a database of tests and student results.

**PowerPoints**
PowerPoints include lecture notes, key equations, and figures and tables from the text. In addition, these slides meet accessibility standards for students with disabilities. Features include but are not limited to:
- Keyboard and screen reader access
- Alternative text for images
- High color contrast between background and foreground colors
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